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Sustainability of the Alaska 
Salmon Fishery

By
William Smoker

Professor of Fisheries Emeritus
School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences

University of Alaska Fairbanks

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Good morning.Thank you for inviting me to attend today’s symposium. I especially thank Professor Kaeriyama and Dean Hara for the honor of my invitation and for their gracious hospitality.Thank you to all of my Hokudai friends for being here to greet me and for the honor of listening to my comments. You are always very kind to me.I am finishing 30 years as a member of the fisheries faculty of the University of Alaska; it is my privilege to look back over those years with some pleasure and pride because Alaska has sustained many fisheries, fisheries that produce high catch from healthy ecosystems, every year.Maybe the most famous is the million-tonne harvest of pollock from the Bering Sea—a fishery that was pioneered in the 1960s by distant water fleets from this city, Hakodate. After the establishment of national fishing zones in the 1970s it became an American fishery. It is sustainable because great care is taken to assess the stock every year and to limit the harvest to a small fraction of the biomass.But I am a salmon biologist and I want to discuss the Alaska salmon fishery. It was one of the very first fisheries certified as sustainable by the international Marine Stewardship Council. Salmon from our fishery can carry their ‘ecolabel’ into the market



Alaska salmon: over three decades of 
sustained harvest above 100M salmon

Figure from Alaska Dept of Fish and Game website

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Alaska salmon harvest declined after mid 1930s from near 100M salmon to fewer than 30M under management of US Federal government, heavily influenced by a few large processing companies who owned and operated large traps. Local fishermen could not get a fair price and they argued to make Alaska a state that could control it’s own salmon fishery. Statehood in 1959 brought state management. The principal of ‘maximum sustained yield’, then a new concept in fishery management theory, was written into the Constitution of the new State of Alaska. Alaska established a system of management in which local officials, fishery management biologists, all around the state had the authority to open or close the fishery each week, even each day. This helped bring sustainability to the Alaska salmon fishery.They were required to ensure that the reproductive power of each population of salmon was protected, i.e. to allow enough ‘escapement’ into each stream to propagate the stock before the fishery was allowed to take any fish. During the 1960s, under this new management, stocks recovered somewhat but by the early 1970s stocks were again very low (it was a time of severe cold winters.) Two new programs were begun in early 1970s: fishery rationalization (‘limited entry’) by which the number of boats in each region of Alaska was limited and the salmon enhancement program, under which hatcheries were built around the Gulf of Alaska. The hatcheries were modelled after the Hokkaido system—controlled by local communities including fishermen and processors and paying for themselves, not with general public taxesBecause of the efforts of this new management system, and because the ocean climate of the North Pacific Ocean changed, Alaska stocks rose to high abundance and high harvest ever since.Economic stability was threatened after 1990. Not because of a loss of Biological sustainability. There were no low runs due to habitat destruction or damaged ecosystemsThe  Price of salmon and the value of the Alaska harvest dropped sharply after 1990 because of changes in international finance and because of the new predominance of farmed salmon in the world marked. Many fishermen quit the fishery, But not all. Local economies around Alaska, based on salmon fishing and made up of family-scale fishing boats, survived Recently value has increased, partly because of the development of new markets for ‘wild-caught’ salmon and the development of new product forms made possible by the high reliable volume of salmon in the catch



Sustainable fishery relies on both wild and 
hatchery production

Millions of Salmon Harvested in 2008
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Alaska salmon harvest depends primarily on wild stocks. In some regions hatcheries make a significant contribution to the harvest, particularly of chum and pink salmon. Notice here that I said Sustainable Fishery. Here I mean not just Biological Sustainability. I also mean Economic Sustainability. I point this out because whether or not there is significant interaction of hatchery-produced and wild-spawned salmon in the ecosystem has become a major issue in the continued certification of Alaska salmon as ‘Sustainable’ under the ecolabelling rulesAll species are produced in hatcheries in Alaska but only chum and pink are produced in hatcheries in significant proportions.Chums are produced in hatcheries in Southeast Alaska. Pinks are produced in hatcheries mostly in Prince William Sound



Most hatcheries are in Southeast and Prince 
William Sound

プレゼンター
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There are large pink salmon hatcheries in Prince William Sound and there are large chum salmon hatcheries in Southeast



Contribution of hatcheries varies by 
species

Contribution to Salmon Harvested in 2008
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Alaska salmon harvest depends primarily on wild stocks.Chum salmon hatcheries in Southeast Alaska produce most of the chum salmon harvested in the entire state.Notice the numbers. Almost 18 million chum salmon were harvested and 84 million pink salmon were harvested and 39 million sockeye were harvested in 2008. In Prince William Sound most of the pink salmon are of hatchery origin and in some years, for instance 2009, the harvest depends almost entirely on hatchery-produced salmon. Other fisheries are entirely dependent on wild salmon production.



Eco label: Marine Stewardship 
Council

• Alaska Salmon one of first certified as 
Sustainable in 2000

• Certification is renewed every 5 years 
(Alaska salmon renewed in 2005)

• Requires annual performance audit

プレゼンター
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The international Non governmental organization Marine Stewardship Council has a program to certify certain fisheries around the world as Sustainable, meaning that a fishery does not over-fish its stock and it does not degrade the ecosystem the stock depends onAlaska Salmon was one of the first fisheries to be certified, which happened in the year 2000Certification requires renewal every five years. Alaska salmon was recertified in 2005.Certification requires an annual performance audit. If a fishery is certified then fish harvested in that fishery can go to market with the MSC label, an eco-label, on the package.From the ASMI web site: “Alaska's Salmon Fishery Is Certified As SustainableOn September 5, 2000, the first United States fishery and the world's largest - the Alaska Salmon Fishery - was certified by the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) as well managed and sustainable. The recognition was given due to the good stewardship of Alaska, its processors and fisherman in managing its resources for sustainable yield.Benefits to Foodservice Operators, Retailers & ConsumersAs one of nature's original health foods, Alaska salmon is wholesome while being compatible with caring for the environment. Alaska Salmon freely swim in the cold, clean waters of the North Pacific, allowing them to spawn, grow and mature at a natural rate. As a result, the salmon have a natural flavor, color and texture.Dependent upon the needs of foodservice operators and retailers, the salmon is available fresh, frozen, canned or smoked.Sustainable CriteriaThe certification recognizes the high quality and fundamental conservation strengths of Alaska's salmon management program. To achieve this certification, the Alaska Salmon Fishery had to meet three conditions:1. The number of salmon harvested must be relative to the number that can be replenishednaturally. These species must be caught ethically as well.2. Second, the fishery should be managed to ensure the health and diversity of the marineecosystem.3. Lastly, the fishery must adhere to all laws and regulations for responsible and sustainablefishing.Alaska's salmon management program is implemented through Alaska statutes, regulations, andpolicies. It assures that each stock and fishery throughout the State is monitored regularly and anymanagement or conservation deficiencies are identified and addressed through management,research, or regulatory action.



Single Certification for All Alaska 
Salmon

• Required by Alaska because markets may 
not discriminate among species, areas

• Application process based on review of 16 
‘Units’ 

プレゼンター
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Alaska required a single certification for all Alaska salmon—all species taken from all regions. This is because the market does not easily discriminate between different species and between fish caught in different regions of Alaska.The application process, however is based on a review of 16 Units. Each Unit is made up of different species harvested in different regions of Alaska. So all 16 Units have to qualify as Sustainable in order for the entire Alaska salmon fishery to be labelled SustainableThere are over 400 stocks and 5 species in these units making certification and review a difficult process



Certification Process Involves 
‘Client’ applying to ‘Agent’ of MSC 

• Agent is a private firm
• Client is Alaska Dept of Fish and Game
• MSC has ‘Standards’ that must be met
• The Agent’s Assessment Team uses ‘Standards’ to establish 

Performance Indicators and Scoring Guideposts and requires 
Report from Client

• The Team scores each Performance Indicator and drafts a report. 
• The Team then chooses Peer Reviewers. After Peer Review and 

Public Comment a Final Report is written with a recommendation for 
or against Certification. The fishery must obtain a minimum score in 
each of the 16 Units to get Certification

• The Team also identifies Conditions which the Client is required to 
satisfy in order to pass the annual audit

プレゼンター
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Marine Stewardship Council delegates authority for review of applications, and for the annual performance audit, to its Agent, a private firm.The fishery designates a Client to be responsible for making the application and for submitting to the annual performance review. In the case of the Alaska Salmon Fishery the Client was the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, the state public agency responsible for managing all Alaska fisheries.The Agent appointed an Assessment Team made up of disinterested experts (i.e. they were not members of Alaska Dept of Fish & Game)The Assessment Team followed the MSC Standards to  establish Performance Indicators and Scoring Guideposts to be applied to Unit of the Alaska salmon fisheryThen the Assessment Team required the Client to submit reports demonstrating the fisheries’ PerformanceThen the Assessment Team then scored performance in each of the 16 Units. It wrote a draft report and sought peer review from experts it chose and from the public.Then it issued its final report recommending Certification based on the scores of the 16 Units. Each Unit of the Alaska Salmon Fishery had to ‘Pass” with a minimum score. The Report identifies Conditions that must be met for Certification to remain in force. In the recent re certification of the Alaska Salmon Fishery there were more than 60 Conditions ranging from requirements for data reports to new field research programs.



Compliance with MSC has been 
difficult process

The Recertification Report says: “The general 'Conditions' set for the Alaska 
salmon fisheries are:

•ADF&G must recognize that MSC standards require regular … inspections … 
on compliance with the 'Conditions' … ...

•ADF&G must agree by contract to be responsible financially and technically for 
compliance with required surveillance audits …

•ADF&G must recognize that MSC standards require a full re-evaluation … 
every five years.

•… ADF&G shall develop an 'Action Plan for Meeting the Condition for 
Continued Certification' ….

From the Final re-certification  Report to MSC in 2007

プレゼンター
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From the Final re-certification  Report to MSC in 2007: The Commercial Alaska Salmon Fisheries Managed by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game A 5-Year Re-Assessment Based on the Marine Stewardship Council Program. P 216.This was a very demanding process, both on the review team and on the agency. The cost to the client agency ADFG in responding to the reviewers was very large, but their response was not seen by the reviewers as adequate. The report imposed a large number of conditions on the fishery (over 60). There is no estimate of the cost of meeting those conditions (some are data gathering and analysis but some require large research programs) but it is perceived as exceeding the ability of the state agency to provide.  



Alaska Dept of Fish & Game has 
Withdrawn as Client

• Beneficiary should be Client—not state 
regulatory agency

• Misguided analysis of fishery (by MSC)
• MSC Conditions have limited use

Personal communication Asst Commissioner D Bedford

プレゼンター
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ADFG has resigned as client and a new organization, Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute, may take on the function. But even so there will continue to be large demands on ADFG for information. ASMI does not have the ability to carry out research, as required by many of the conditions. Many of the conditions are perceived as intervention in resource management by an outside agency.My Personal Communication dated 2 Oct 2009 from David Bedford, Asst Commissioner, Alaska Dept of Fish and Game says:“The department withdrew for a number of reasons:1) The MSC model ordinarily has the beneficiary of the certification act as the client – in short harvesters and/or processors who can use the logo to their advantage and hence determine the value of it.2) The analysis of the fishery was misguided. The MSC analytic model is designed for groundfish and adapts poorly to anadromous species (i.e. Bmsy as a control rule rather than escapement goals) and even then only with ad hoc “work arounds”. Furthermore key terms lack definition leading to inconsistency, subjectivity and uncertainty in the analysis.3) Conditions imposed on the fishery were for the most part of limited utility.The current certification was valid to the end of October 2009, that is to say that Alaska salmon harvested before then can bear the MSC ecolabel in the market place. . It appears that Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute will serve as client for Alaska salmon. If so salmon harvested next year (beginning about May 1) may continue to be qualified for the label.



Some markets require MSC label

• Particularly European markets demand 
MSC label

• Most domestic markets for Alaska salmon 
do not require MSC but sustainability is 
important and MSC label may be required 
in future

プレゼンター
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If Certification goes away the Alaska Salmon industry has a problem. Most domestic markets do not require the MSC label but they might in the futureFor Instance COSTCO is a major US ‘boxstore, discount’ retailer. It sells seafood. Its headquarters are near Seattle. (I am a member and I shop there)“Sustainable SeafoodSustainably sourced seafood is a huge issue in the Pacific Northwest and access to wild Alaskan seafood gives Costco buyers in the region a big advantage over other retailers. The company’s sourcing of Alaska seafood has grown to include wild salmon, halibut, king crab legs, Dungeness, cod, black cod and rockfish.An Alaska sustainability summit in 2007 helped to define Costco’s objectives and strategy for sustainably sourced seafood purchasing.The strategy includes using wild or farmed sources that “can be managed in ways that meet current needs without compromising availability of scarce resources for future generations.”It addition Costco says it must consider the condition of fish stocks, protection of the marine ecosystem, governmental and regulatory agency guidelines and best management practices that will mitigate or limit environmental impacts associated with farmed aquaculture sources. The company is “exploring” international principles covering responsible shrimp and tilapia farming.That means that Costco does not yet require MSC certification.  But they are thinking about itI am told that European markets, particularly for pink and chum salmon, already require the MSC label



New Client for Alaska Salmon: 
Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute
• ASMI has made a provisional commitment 

to assume responsibility as Client
• Decision to be made in December 09

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
ASMI is a partnership between the fishing industry and the state of Alaska.They have made a provisional commitment to become the new Client for the Alaska Salmon industry.They will make a decision next month



• Partnership of State of Alaska and 
seafood industry

• Purpose: develop markets for all seafood 
harvested in Alaska

• Emphasizes sustainability of Alaska 
fisheries

• Has its own label

Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute



AMSI’s Conditions for Being Client

• Cost must be born by users
• Alaska origin of salmon must be clear
• Do not interfere with fishery management
• One certification for all Alaska salmon
• Reduce administrative burden
• Don’t change definition of ‘sustainable’
• Recognize Alaska expertise

プレゼンター
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ASMI’s conditionsMSC must pay.  Cost of being client must be funded by users of MSC. ASMI is funded by entire industry, not all benefit from certification. ASMI requires MSC to transmit licensing fees to ASMI. Estimate is $0.25M/yrMSC must identify Alaska origin. Already MSC advertises “MSC Wild Salmon” but does not say that it is all from Alaska—this threatens ASMI’s efforts to market Alaska salmon. MSC should allow simultaneous use of ASMI labelMSC should not interfere in fishery management—a fear raised by recent recertification process.MSC should certify entire Alaska salmon fishery, not different regions or speciesMSC must reduce administrative burden on ClientMSC should assure ASMI that definition of ‘Sustainable’ wont be frequently modified. Changes must be cleared with ClientMSC Certifiers should not claim better knowledge than professional managers in Alaska, who are, after all successful



プレゼンター
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Thank you very much for your kind attention.This is a pretty picture of the Pilgrim River valley on the Seward Peninsula north of Nome, Alaska, just south of the Arctic Circle. The white cover on the valley floor is not snow, it is huge fields of the wildflower named Alaska Cotton, all in springtime bloom in June two years ago.One of my graduate students, Ms Lorna Wilson, is studying the biology of sockeye salmon that migrate through this river. They may be the farthest north of all sockeye.Climate warming is bringing rapid change to this part of the world, especially to fish. It will be more and more important for all of us to be good stewards of these natural resources as our changing climate presents them with new dangers.I would be very happy to answer your questions.If I have time I would like to show some chum salmon size data that might be interesting to some of you



There may be a recent trend toward smaller size

Size of Chum Salmon Age 3
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These data are from a single hatchery stock of chum salmon. The stock is managed by the Douglas Island Pink and Chum corporation in Juneau. It is one of the Private Non Profit corporations that operate almost all the hatcheries in Alaska.Because their research director, Mr Rick Focht, keeps careful records of size and age he can tell something about changes over the years in size at age. He thinks maybe there has been a decline of body size of age 3 chum salmon in the past decade, but maybe it is too early to tell if a real trend is occurring.This is interesting to many of us who remember the long term size decline of salmon in the 1980s and 1990s



There may be a recent trend toward smaller 
size

Chum Salmon Age 3 & 4
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Mr Focht also thinks maybe he is detecting a similar trend in age 4 chum salmon. Age 3 and Age 4 make up most of this stock of salmon



There may be a recent trend toward smaller 
size

Chum salmon all ages
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There is a apparently a similar trend for Age 5 and Age 6
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Please come to Juneau and visit us in our new laboratories at Lena Point
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